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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi, I’m Caitlin Goodman and I’m an archivist in the Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College. Until six months ago I was the curator of the Rare Book Department at the Free Library of Philadelphia, and I’ll be talking about a community engagement project there that was intended to build on a Digitizing Hidden Collections award. 



Rare Book Department, Free Library of Philadelphia
William B. Dietrich Gallery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The special collections at the Free Library are some of the finest in the country, including a rich collection of thousands of Islamicate paintings and books. Unlike the European manuscript collection, which had been through a series of descriptions and enhancements, access to the Islamic manuscripts relied on a printed catalog from the 1930s.



background
Free Library blog, January 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2017, we joined with Columbia University and the University of Pennsylvania to apply for a $500,000 3-year grant from CLIR to digitize and catalog our collections. (And Penn took on significant cost-share in this project to include all in-scope materials from Philadelphia-area libraries.) With my co-PIs, we hired Dr. Kelly Tuttle, who not only catalogued all of the manuscripts but also championed the project to MENA scholars and taught several popular workshops about Islamicate manuscripts for area library workers.



timeline: CLIR and after
2017: CLIR award

2018: Digitization and cataloging begins

2019: IMLS Save America’s Treasures

2020: Doris Duke FIA award

2021: engagement phase

2022: exhibition opens

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CLIR project was a great success if we look at it as a pathway to building intellectual control of the Free Library’s Islamicate collections and increasing usability among MENA scholars and librarians. Since the project began, there’s now a Rare Book School course in Islamic Manuscripts held at the Free Library. There are constantly highlights on public display in the Rare Book Department galleries. But looking to the Free Library’s specific goals, digitization and cataloging are really the tip of the iceberg.



Philadelphia, and its libraries

Sources: DATAUSA (visualization via Infogram); Free Library FY21 Annual Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Free Library of Philadelphia is the public library for the city of Philadelphia. It’s a large institution, with more than fifty locations across the city. And it’s first priority is serving Philadelphians. The CLIR project made these materials accessible to manuscript scholars around the world, but it didn’t support discovery in local communities.



“Muslim Town”

Cover of the September 7, 
2010 issue of the Philadelphia 

Daily News, courtesy Imam 
Suetwedien Muhammad 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Philadelphia has one of the largest Muslim populations in the country, mostly Black residents born and raised in the city. So when we talk about building engagement with Muslim world collections, as a public library the Free Library should be looking to Muslim Philadelphians first. 



Project team
(clockwise from top left)
Joseph Shemtov, Project Manager
Shahadah Abdul-Rashid, Community Initiatives Specialist
Hudhaifah AbdulHayy, Islamic Community Consultant
Yaroub Al Obaidi, Museum Educator Consultant
Caitlin Goodman, Collections Liaison

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Years ago, I thought it would be cool to have a “community-curated exhibit.” But this project only started in late 2018 when three of us began working together: Joseph Shemtov, the Library’s Special Collections Coordinator, who served as Project Manager, Shahadah Abdul-Rashid, one of the Library’s Community Initiatives Specialist, and myself, who was the Curator of the Rare Book Department. (Yaroub and Hudhaifah, while essential, were consultants rather than Library staff.) Many Black Muslims in Philadelphia didn’t have a relationship with the Free Library already, so we knew it would be a big effort to begin relationship-building with potential patrons. And it was important to the three of us to make space for people to bring their own wants to the Free Library, to try and chip away at the imbalances of a grant-funded engagement project.



Then we 
needed some 
money

Ultimately, the 
“engagement” was 
largely funded by the 
Doris Duke Foundation 
for Islamic Art’s Building 
Bridges program.

Additional support (post-CLIR): the Institute of Museum and 
Library Services, the Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation, the 
Independence Foundation, and John McFadden and Lisa Kabnick

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 “It’s digitized, what’s next” became the community-led In the Path of Islam. We wanted to build relationships with people who mostly felt indifferent about the Library, AND with library branches around the city who mostly felt indifferent about the Rare Book Department. We knew we’d have to get financial support to make this project happen. The magical phrase “process-driven” helped translate the unknowns from a liability to a strength when looking for funding. But no one gives money without strings, even as no one builds trust by demanding a lot of budget justifications. 



Hudhaifah AbdulHayy

Hudhaifah, seated, working the phone Hudhaifah at Masjidullah

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We earmarked a lot of the project budget for a community liaison – in this case, a well-respected elder in the Black Muslim community, Hudhaifah AbdulHayy. People answered the phone when Hudhaifah called. But Hudhaifah was a consultant, and when he asked for something physical like a brochure to share on his outreach, we ran up against bureaucracy. Every ask for support with communications, fundraising, and marketing seemed to be met with delays and excuses. I expected dancing for dollars but did not expect the lack of institutional support.



Majlis ash Shura of the Delaware Valley
Five imams from the Majlis Ash 
Shura visiting the Free Library in 
2019 (back in this project’s 
toddler days)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our individual positionality was a big challenge: the Free Library serves a majority minority city, and employs a similarly diverse group of workers, but not equitably. Most of the administrators and a huge majority of the librarians are white. Most of the library assistants and building guards are Black. And very few workers at any job title are Muslim. So here’s an anecdote: From about 2019 on we talked about the project being for “all Philadelphians who feel a connection with Islam,” but with a specific focus on “Philadelphia’s indigenous Muslim community, born and raised in the city.” That’s “indigenous” with a small I, using a term embraced by many of Philadelphia’s African-American Muslims. 



Masjid Mujahideen, 1971
Courtesy of Sayed Abdul-Hadi

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With apologies to any for whom this background is unnecessary: the term “Black Muslim” became something of a shorthand for Nation of Islam back in the 1960s. Today, though, the great majority of Muslims in Philadelphia who are Black are Sunni Muslims, whether or not they trace their community back to an origin in NOI. They trace the religion’s American-ness back to its arrival in the country with enslaved Africans hundreds of years ago. In other words, “Indigenous Muslim” is a specific community term, used advisedly. 



Clipped from the project website
The institutional solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And yet over the years we were repeatedly challenged on the phrase by our own colleagues in the Communications Department, who wondered if maybe the term was too “confusing” or whether we could pick a different one. It was Shahadah, a Black Muslim woman in a predominantly white space, who was forced to repeatedly defend her identity in the workplace. Ultimately, in the final week prior to the exhibit opening, we were instructed to append an explainer to any use of the phrase .



Can white institutions center 
communities of color?

(L) Author Jamilah Thompkins-Bigelow with Shahadah
(R) Chef Jamela Bilal cooking demo “No More Boring Dates”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We early on requested that the Development Office not frame this as a religious tolerance project: no one feels welcome and joyful by being “tolerated.” But as the project limped along it seemed like an accidentally apt word choice. We hadn’t wanted this project to be “Islam 101” for non-Muslims, but the stakes of grant-funded work in a large institution meant we were constantly justifying it to non-Muslims. 



Scenes from an exhibition
KHALIL BROWN WITH HIS QUR’AN STAND A FAN LENT BY SHAFEEQAH MUHAMMAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But when left to our own devices we were able to have a lot of fun. We did, after everything, have an exhibition. And just like Shahadah and Joe told me, turns out most people do not care about curating an exhibit! But a couple dozen people did, and they selected objects from the Library or from their own homes, and shared those stories. Khalil Brown is the executive director of the Islamic Heritage Foundation. He was skeptical when he lent his Quran stand. But because the goal wasn’t just to stage an exhibit, we were able to do something that mattered to him, and used project money to record and livestream this year’s youth Quran memorization competition at Al Aqsa.



Sistah Aisamah Muhammad-Muneer

Aisamah’s Originals Collectibles © - http://www.aisamahs-originals.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since In the Path of Islam was designed to be flexible, there was space to integrate key collaborators who we didn’t meet until deeper into the process, like Sistah Aisamah. She initially sent us some of the handmade dolls she designs. Then she ended up curating a case of them that traveled around Philadelphia. And then she signed on to be the project’s own goodwill ambassador, leading several dozen public tours of the main gallery, and ensuring we were appropriately attentive to the elder sisters who participated as the Jewels of Islam.



Traveling exhibit at Logan Library branch
Some Free Library patrons excited to find centuries-old Muslim artifacts at their local branch!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We bought display cases that Joe and I could handle building and moving ourselves. Stuff that had been siloed in the Rare Book Department was able to see the world and meet new friends. 



Exhibit at Masjid Al-Wasatiyah

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And I can’t imagine funders care, but I also really enjoyed getting out of the Rare Book Department. And the project team felt a lot of gratitude that library branches, which are understaffed and overworked, were willing to host our displays, and especially excited to circulate this Qur’an to a few area masjids.



a word cloud for the CLIR report…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately, we wanted to build relationships and share expertise. So the Year 1 report I wrote to CLIR back in 2018 about our Muslim world manuscripts told one kind of story.



…compared to the exhibit labels

Generated via Jason Davies “Word Cloud Generator”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But there are innumerable stories. Here’s that same word map from the Year 1 CLIR report, contrasted with one derived from the labels that were written late last year by the several dozen guest curators, about those same Muslim world manuscripts. 



Mr. Ali and Mr. Karim, calligraphers
One of dozens of “Art on the Road” programs sharing the art of Arabic calligraphy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were able to transform what began as a digitization project into one that reached thousands of Philadelphians through more than one hundred free public programs: cooking workshops, henna parties, lectures on Islam, calligraphy classes, toddler storytimes… About half of them happened at masjids and about half at library locations, and so the project was able to encourage a lot of new visitors to both. I think people within and witout the Free Library hold gratitude for this project. But a parting warning: maintaining relationships requires time and care. And a question: is your institution willing to cultivate patrons the way it is willing to cultivate donors?
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